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MAHATMA GANDHI UNIVERSITY
(Abstract)
Estt - Engagement of Coolies/Daily Wage Employees—Implementation of Recommendation of
Standing Committee of the Syndicate on Staff –Orders issued.
ADMINISTRATION A III SECTION
U.O.No.5737/A III/2/2016/Admn.
Priyadarsini Hills, 31st October 2016
Read:- 1) U.O.No.5069/A III/2/2016/Admn. dated 20/9/2016.
2) Extract of the Minutes of the Meeting of the Standing Committee of the
Syndicate on Staff held on 25/10/2016.
ORDER
As per U.O read as paper (1) above, the Syndicate Standing Committee on Staff
recommended enhancement of wages of daily wage employees and procedures for
termination of daily waged workers/coolies. As per paper read (2) above, the Syndicate
Standing Committee on Staff held on 25/10/2016 further recommended the following :
The Committee resolved to recommend that all daily waged employees other than those
who are appointed through Employment Exchange/Zilla Sainik Board, shall be engaged as Coolies
on hand voucher basis in future. The employees belong to the following categories presently
working may be allowed to continue as Coolies on hand voucher basis, until further orders.
1. The Committee resolved to recommend that the Security Personnel temporarily working in
the University Office/Departments/Library are to be allowed to be re-engaged as Coolies
on daily hand voucher basis on the completion of the present engagement of 179 days, till a
fresh list is obtained from the Zilla Sainik Welfare Board.
2. Further resolved to recommend that since there is no sanctioned post of Security Staff
remaining vacant, their wages may be fixed as Rs.600/- (Rupees Six hundred only) per day
as that of Assistants working as Coolies.
3. Resolved to recommend that the Coolie drivers may also allowed to be engaged as Coolies
Driver Cum Office Attendant on daily hand voucher basis. Also decided to collect all the
details of coolie drivers presently engaged in the University.
4. Resolved to recommend to continue the present procedure of engaging Garden Coolies and
they may be allowed to continue until further orders.
5. Resolved to recommend that the presently working Typists/Library Assistants/Electricians
may be allowed to continue as Coolies on daily hand voucher basis, until fresh personnel’s
are engaged from the Employment Exchange or Public Service Commission.
6. Resolved to recommend that the presently working Animal Attender, (School of Bio
Science), Marker, (School of Physical Education) may be allowed to continue on daily
hand voucher basis, considering their special nature of their work, until further orders.
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7. Resolved to recommend that the EPABX Operators may also allowed to be engaged as
Coolies on hand voucher basis until further orders.
8. Resolved to recommend that the Gurkha Watchmen, presently working, may be allowed to
be engaged as Coolies on hand voucher basis until further orders.
9. Cooks in University Hostels/Cleaning supervisors may be allowed to be engaged as
Coolies on hand voucher basis until further orders.
10. Resolved to recommend to entrust the Joint Registrar-1(Admn) and Joint Registrar-1
(Exam) to study the number of daily waged employees presently working in the University
Office/Statutory Departments and Inter School Centres and to suggest the actual number of
daily waged employees of each category required in each of the
Office/Departments/Centres and to submit a detailed report within two weeks. Till a
decision is taken by the Syndicate on the Report, the persons presently engaged may be
allowed to continue as Coolies on daily hand voucher basis.
Sanction has been accorded by the Vice-Chancellor by exercising the powers
u/s 3.10 (17) of M.G.U. Act 1985 to implement the above recommendations in the University.
Orders are issued accordingly.
Sd/SREELATHA N
ASSISTANT REGISTRAR I (ADMN.)
FOR REGISTRAR
To
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

PS to VC/PVC.
6) Departments/Centers.
PA to Regr./FO/CE.
7) AdC I/Ad.D/AcC/ FCC/ Ad. AII/AR II(Admn.)
All ARs/DRs/JRs.
8) AR, FCC/Records Section
JD, KSAD, MGU.
9) Stock File/File Copy.
IQAC/Audit I/V, CMS for uploading.
File No.Ad.A III/2/204/2011/Admn.(3)
FORWARDED/BY ORDER
SECTION OFFICER

